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got into his head that 'ThelV love for Wizz was like that!
Neither of them, of course, had the least notion of what he
was up to. No sane person, could have had. How he supposed
he could 'break through,' as he called it, on the strength of
another person's feelings is more than I can follow. But of
course some sort of vicariousness does appear in all the old
mystical cults. His mania for those damned beast-heads of my
mother's—and that I know, as I tried to explain to you and
Wizz the other day—was the same sort of thing. And there
I'm rather like him. It all comes from living, as he and I do,
more in the great cosmic forces—forgive the way I'm talking,
my Hear!—than in ordinary human interests. I take these
things historically—what would old Claudius say if he heard
me ?—but he took them literally. And it was when he read what
Rhys says about Uryen that he began pretending to himself,
for he couldn't have altogether believed it, or he wouldn't
have broken his heart when he wrote about it, that he was him-
self the mysterious Being of those old legends/*
Dud stopped at this point. They had crossed the railway
bridge and were already at the entrance to the cemetery. Not
the smallest comment did his "cemetery-woman" make upon
his long discourse. Whether she followed it or not he couldn't
tell, and her silence made him feel something of a fool; but
the mere putting of all this into words had been a comfort
to him; and now, as they threaded their way between the
mounds and the cypress-trees, he couldn't help drawing her
arm through his own.
What a sequence of events in those crowded twelve months
had linked him with this sad, soft, much-enduring creature!
Well, there they were; they were coming to them now, his
graves and her graves.
For a minute or two they stood hand in hand by the freshly
turned mould. Then the woman whispered: "I forgave him
when he didn't know it. But he knows it now." And Dud
realized what was in her mind when, with a faint smile, she
drew her hand from his and moved away to the grave of her
son.
And an apathy, a numbness, a strange quiescence descended
upon D. No-man; not the same apathy that had been weighing
him down all these last days, but the apathy that comes on a
person when his soul, removing itself to a distance from his

